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Abstract—This article discusses the passage of RDB to XML documents (schema and data) based on metadata and semantic enrichment, which makes the RDB under flattened shape and is enriched by the object concept. The integration and exploitation of the object concept in the XML uses a syntax allowing for the verification of the conformity of the document XML during the creation. The information extracted from the RDB is therefore analyzed and filtered in order to adjust according to the structure of the XML files and the associated object model. Those implemented in the XML document through a SQL query are built dynamically. A prototype was implemented to realize automatic migration, and so proves the effectiveness of this particular approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A relational database is a set of data stored in supports, organized as records, stored in tables, and is based on the principle of relation. XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a standard responsible for describing the structure of a text file and is considered as a database that stocks the data in the form of files, allowing for the structuralization of information.

Several problems have arisen with the relational model, such as the lack of Declaration of complex objects, data redundancy, the use of a rigid structure; meet a lot of problems during its evolution and its simplicity deprives it of several concepts. The relational model is limited hence the birth of this migration approach to XML.

XML began to emerge because it offers the ability to store files in a robust form. It is a standard that follows a certain syntax that is based on the principle of tags which can be nested, providing a hierarchical structure, thus benefiting from the exploitation of several concepts. The relational model is limited hence the birth of this migration approach to XML.

XML preserves the separation of content from presentation by taking the data that applications use and storing it separately from the presentation, regardless of the presentation of media used. XML is an open format that can be read by many applications. XML can be used on the client side and the server side and is supported by a number of languages and platforms.

The approach of the migration is based on the elaboration of a model, which plays the core role based on the principle of semantic enrichment. This approach discusses the transition from relational databases to XML files with their corresponding DTD.

II. RELATED WORK

An approach of migration of the RDB towards the XML file is based on three conventional methods for the translation: user-specific translation methods, structural methods translation, and semantic translation methods. Each step requires the intervention of the human factor for a semi-automatic translation. The entire migration is based on the principle of cardinality to the make the correspondence between tables [1].

A certain approach shows the emergence of XML as a standard of exchange of data in the World Wide Web. This requires a migration of RDB to XML files through the EER (extended entity relationship) that is based on progressive procedures and corresponds between the tables of the relational databases to their flattened XML equivalents [2]. Another approach discusses the migration of relational databases to XML documents through a cross-Platform DOM while preserving the constraints of the RDB. The migration process starts with the creation of the XML scheme and then establishes the data conversion. To achieve this migration it is necessary to de-normalize the standardized relations in adjoining tables according to the data dependency constraints [3].

An approach discusses the conversion of RDB to XML files using the principle of reverse engineering. This extracts the ER model of RDB through an existing approach [5] which is based on the principle of identifier and allows for the specification of the primary keys and the foreign keys to determine the cardinality between tables. The comprehensive approach is based on four stages. The first is responsible for translating the ER model to the XML schema. The second step is to trace the responsible entities to sub-elements that correspond to complex-type. The next step creates a root for each element and inserts them into the ER model. The final step performs the mapping of keys and key referencing between the relation [4].

There are some tools that provide the ability to generate XML documents arbitrarily, by which the user support queries the RDB based on an extension of the SQL language. This allows the extraction of the RDB data through SQL-X [7]. The
A fresh approach discusses the migration of databases concerning other models that is based on a meta-model. The meta-model acts as an intermediary between the conceptual model towards the object-relational model and vice versa. Along with the principle of semantic enrichment, one is able to realize the schema migration and data migration to the target database \[12\], \[13\]. Another approach discusses publishing XML files from a basic source relational database. Based primarily on the use of a conversion specification language between the relational model and XML, this results in the completion of the requirements that establishes the mechanism of conversion of the flat information into a hierarchical structure \[8\].

III. SEMANTIC ENRICHMENT

The semantic enrichment aims at enriching metadata and structuring data in such a way as to make the database flattened, and therefore adaptable for several models. The first stage of the migration is the semantic enrichment which is considered as an extended model of the relational model \[10\] defined by a set of class: meta-model:= \{C | C:= (“Cn”, degree, “Cls”, a, contributor)}.

“Cn”=the name of the class.
Degree = first degree (the tables that contain PK) | 2nd degree (the tables that contain FK without PK).
“Cls”=aggregation, association, inheritance, simple class (the class that does not belong to the other classifications).

Each part of the model has a specific role dedicated to the correspondence between the conceptual model, the physical model and the target database. The meta-model acts as intermediary between the two databases (source \(\rightarrow\) target).

- The classification makes the attribution of the principle object for every table of the RDB to realize an abstracted
representation from a physical or virtual existence.

- The contribution lists all tables that interact with the table whose reference is made to eliminate the adjoining criteria. This is done when the data of associated tables are combined in queries and based on the shift by reference and modeling the conceptual model in a tabular form. The contribution also plays a role in the detection of the classification and improvement of the database by specifying the tag of some attributes if it is a foreign key, in order to apply data integrity.

- The detection of the object of various principles is made with metadata and data from the RDB.

- The detection of inheritance is done through the base of a data dictionary that includes a set of names. Each name indexes a set of synonyms or a list of matching words, which are dependent on the mother-child relationship according to standard naming rules. A verification step is necessary to eliminate the problem of non-standardized databases. If there is a key match between the super class and subclass then a legacy is extracted; if not, we proceed as if it is a simple class.

- The detection of the aggregration is composed of two parts. Firstly, when a class ("aggregate") interacts with a single class ("aggregate of"), with the absence of dependence between the two classes to be able to keep a history during the destruction of the object which is in collaboration with the aggregated class. Then secondly when there's an aggregation hierarchy, the direction of communication is to be down to a single path ("aggregate of" to "aggregate"), resulting in the detection of the foreign keys in the hierarchical classes of the class ("aggregate of").

- The detection of the composition is when a class ("component") interacts with a single class ("aggregate of") or when a dependency between the two classes is to be able to keep a history during the destruction of the object which is in collaboration with the aggregated class. Then secondly when there's an aggregation hierarchy, the direction of communication is to be down to a single path ("aggregate of" to "aggregate"), resulting in the detection of the foreign keys in the hierarchical classes of the class ("aggregate of").

- The detection of associations is due to the absence of the primary keys or the existence of a composite key consisting of foreign keys that reflect the authenticity of the recording during the transition to the physical model.

- The detection of reflexive associations that interact in the same table is detected by the occurrence of a foreign key. The latter is not in any other table as the primary key. This results in a self-contribution.

- The Detection of simple classes is done in the terminal stage through the absence of belonging of the other previously mentioned classifications.

These catches of functional object oriented specifications are assigned to a semantic enrichment discovery mechanism implemented in an application with several modules where each module is assigned to a given task.

---

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALGORITHM DETECTING OBJECT CONCEPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connection to the relational database (RDB);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

// getting metadata from connection with the comprehensive information about the database as a whole. |
```
“databaseMetadata md = connection.getMetadata();”
```
//retrieving information |
```
“resultSet tables = md.getTables();”
```
“seti=0;” |
```
while( “tables.next()” )
```
“incrementNbrTable;” |
```
“tab[i]=”=(cast from object to string) |
```
“tables.getObject(columnLabel);” |
```
“result = md.getColumns(connection.getCatalog(),tab[i]);” |
```
“resultset clefs =” |
```
“md.getPrimaryKeys(connection.getCatalog(),tab[i]);” |
```
“resultat = md.getResult(seti,tab[i]);” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][5]=val5;” |
```
“incrementNbrTable;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][4]=val4;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][3]=val3;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][2]=val6;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][1]=val2;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][0]=val1;” |
```
string val6;” |
```
if( (“val1.equals(nomColonne1))&&(( “ndm[gh][2])!=“association”))” |
```
“val6=”pk;” |
```
else “val6=”;” |
```
end if |
```
“increment NbrTable;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while (“attribut.next()”) |
```
“increment i ;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while (“attribut.next()”) |
```
“incrementNbrAttribut;” |
```
“object val1 = resultat1.getObject(columnLabel);” |
```
“resultat1.getObject(column_label);” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][1]=val2;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][0]=val1;” |
```
string val6;” |
```
if( (“val1.equals(nomColonne1))&&(( “ndm[gh][2])!=“association”))” |
```
“val6=”pk;” |
```
else “val6=”;” |
```
end if |
```
“attribut[attributCount][2]=val6;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][1]=val2;” |
```
“attribut[attributCount][0]=val1;” |
```
“incrementNbrAttribut;” |
```
“increment i ;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
```
“nbrAttribut=0;” |
```
while ( “attribut.next()” ) |
```
“increment j;” |
**IV. CREATING XML DOCUMENTS**

XML is a very flexible data encoding language derived from SGML and consists of text and structural information. XML is written in markup language in respect to the XML specification, and is intended to describe and store data.

XML documents begin with the statement that indicates the version. The encoding declaration then identifies the encoding used that represents the characters appearing in the document. The documents must comply with rules of writing, must have a single root element, the tags must strictly be closed, case sensitive, and nested elements.

Our approach of migration of the RDB towards the XML is based on the exploitation of the object model using the principle of inheritance, compositions and aggregations, and has the ability to exploit concretely or abstractly objects or to create a reference to other objects. From the meta-model, we realize the creation of XML files.

For each derived class meta-model such as “C.Classification”: = (simple || association) we create an XML file whose name is defined in the meta-model “C.Cn” and has a header and a root element that will collate all records. Two tags specifying the “C.Attribut.An” element of the meta-model delimit each record.

For the classes of the meta-model such as “C.Classification”: = “(inherBy)” && “Inherits”)”, we create XML files with names defined in the meta-model with the root element and required tags, making its kinship correspondence between the “superClass” and “subClass” by eliminating the join problem in the relational model by using identifiers (ID) and references (IDREF or IDREFS) which respectively complete selection from the relational table. The result of the association, the data selection process is built around a parameter attribute (the tag and the null).

To create aggregations which their classification “C.Classification”: = aggregation we create a simple XML file with a header and a root element, and achieves a referencing link in the file that cooperate with the aggregate file with referencing constraints, to determine the semantic correspondence indicating that an object is part of another object and not leading to its destruction.

For the composition of which “C.Classification”: = composition && “C.Contributor” as “C1.Cn” such as “C.Cn”→“C1.Cn”, is created within the XML file schematically by the occurrence of a new element in the XML file which models the semantic expressed by ”component, consisted” which causes the destruction of the contents during the destruction of the container.

**V. DEFINING THE XML DOCUMENT STRUCTURE**

In order to respect the standards and basic rules of XML, it is necessary to use files, which verify that the XML document is in accordance with a precise syntax, and that it respects the declaration of elements, attributes, notations, and entities. Our approach opts for DTD (Document Type Definition).

From the meta-model, we realize the creation of the DTDs with the declaration of elements of permitted and required attributes, and entities. The declaration of elements follows the following form: <!ELEMENT name “type_element”>. Each element therefore defines the elements that must contain the operator that determines the number of occurrences depending on the parameter “C.Attribut.N”. The specifications of the types change according to the parameters of the meta-model “C.Contributor.Type” && “C.Attribut.N” in order to determine the elements to use, the information-seeking to operate, and the ability to not contain any data element (ANY, EMPTY, #PCDATA) along with the possibility to use the combined elements.

The declaration of the attributes presents a target element (the allowed name, the type, and the default value). According to the meta-model and the parameter “C.Contributor.Tag” we specify the type ID to identify an element considered unique, and from the parameters “C.Classification” && “C.Contributor” we realize the referencing by IDREF towards the element that contains the type ID attribute with the same value of the attribute, with the possibility of achieving a multiple referencing by IDREFS. The specification of default values is realized by the keyword #FIXED by the parameter “C.Attribute.D” that declares that it is fixed and not modifiable.

The declaration of DTDs for compositions is made within the DTD that checks the class and that enters into collaboration with the composed class “C1.Cn” as “C.Classification”: = composition && “C.Contributor” “C1.Cn” and “C.Cn”→“C1.Cn”.

**VI. DATA MIGRATION**

The correspondence between the relational model and the XML model is done through the meta-model. The meta-model is based on a set of treatments to achieve the adequate allocation of each element of relational tables to the corresponding XML files that operates the object model.

The information extracted from the RDB through a SQL query is built dynamically, and is analyzed and filtered as to automatically adjust depending on the structure of the created XML files and the corresponding DTD that operates the object concept.

The data retrieved from the relational database must match, and in order to comply with the new database, a procedure will be dedicated to the integration of data to XML files. This procedure adapts dynamically to a specification from the meta-model based on mutable objects [11]. The specifications will be: the classification of the tables drawn of the RDB, the classes entering in collaboration with the referring object class, the degree of the class, and the sub parameters of the parameter attribute (the tag and the null).

For single classes and associations such as “C.Classification”: = simple || “C.Classification”: = association, the data selection process is built around a complete selection from the relational table. The result of the selection is injected to each element of the corresponding XML file between the tags. For classes that specify the mother-daughter inheritance such as “C.Classification”: = “inherBy” && “C.Contributor” “C1.Cn” && “C1.Classification”: = “Inherits”, the injection procedure is applied to the super class and then performs the dependency...
link via references. For aggregation classes the insertion procedure performs injection and maintains the semantics via references such as “C.Classification”: aggregation & “C.Contributor”:=“C1.Cn” REF “C1.Attribut.Tag” := PK.

For class composition is located within the composite class “C.Classification”:=composition && “C.Contributor”=“C1.Cn” such as “C1.Attribut.Tag”:= PK → “C.Attribut.Tag”:= PK, through a SQL query using a selection by a field built dynamically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>RESPONSIBLE METHOD FOR THE SELECTIVE QUERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>public String[][] “selectAllByChamp” (String “tableName”, String “champ”, String “name”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>try {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“int Type = ResultSet.TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“int Mode = ResultSet.CONCUR_UPDATABLE;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Statement sql=db.createStatement(type,mode);”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“ResultSet rs = sql.executeQuery(req);”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“ResultSetMetaData rsm = rs.getMetaData();”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“int Columns = rsm.getColumnCount();”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>String data[][];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>try {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“rs.last();”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>} catch (Exception e) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“System.err.println(&quot;ERROR rs.last()&quot;);”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“int rows = rs.getRow() + 1;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“data = new String[rows][columns];”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for (“int i = 1; i&lt;=columns; i++”) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“data[0][i-1] = rsm.getColumnName(i);”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“int row = 1;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“rs.beforeFirst();”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>while (“rs.next()”) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for (“int i=1; i&lt;=columns; i++”) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“data[row][i-1] = rs.getString(i);”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“row++;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“returndata;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>catch (Exception e) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“e.printStackTrace();”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“return null;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the RDB migration approach to XML.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper realizes the migration of RDB to XML files using metadata and semantic enrichment by exploiting the meta-model that plays the core role in this approach. From this, we achieved the creation of XML documents and their corresponding DTD, and proceeded to migrate data from the RDB to the target file. A prototype was made proving the effectiveness of this approach.

In a forthcoming work, we will implement a schematron [14], which is capable of expressing constraints in such a way as other languages cannot, and is able to perform the structure validation of the XML files by assertions instead of validation grammar.
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